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Editorf;s Note
Here at Que Ondee Sola we pride ourselves on the fact that through-
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Que Ondee Sola
The truth is Que Ondee Sola has been where we have needed to be,
as long as there is a need for our Latino voices to be heard we will
continue to comfront the injustices that plague our communities.
And we will continue to be here fighting and living to write about
them.

is published at Northeastern Illinois
University. The opinions expressed in Que
Ondee Sola do not necessarily reflect those
of the administration. Responsibility for its
contents lies solely within the staff. We
appreciate and encourage any and all
suggestions or contributions.
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Here at Que Ondee Sola, we know that the road to Libertad is a dis-
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tant but possible destination. The time has come and gone and come
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again where the Puerto Rican people must stand up for their rights
and defend their homeland and those who sacrifice their own livelihood in defense of our nation.
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A Students Perspective on

the Cleniente "Story"
By Blanca I. Rodrfguez
In June of 1997, I graduated from
Roberto Clemente Community
Academy High School. 1997 was a
year of turning points and changes
for my senior class. Not only did we
have to worry about how our lives
would change after graduation, but
we also had to worry about how our
school would change.
In February of 1997, the Sun-Times
began its campaign against the
Puerto Rican community. The
alllegations stated that Chapter 1
funds were being used to support
terrorist activities. This started different ideas going through many of
the students minds.
In the four years that I attended
Clemente, never once did I feel as
though I was being indoctrinated to
believe in the Independence of
Puerto Rico nor to believe in any
type of struggle or movement for
Puerto Rico's Independence.
In my four years at Clemente, I was
very fortunate to have gone to cultural activities. These activities
helped me to feel comfortable
about myself and about what I stood
for as a Puerto .Rican woman . The
people who were brought were said
to be lndependendistas and were
brought to Clemente so that they
can spread the views they have
about the independence of Puerto
Rico to the students. This is false,
these people might have had different political views, but never once

did they in any activity that I attended speak of political views nor
any type of action that would state
their political ideas. Some of the
guests were well renowned artists
and educators. Such as Piri Thomas,
who is known throughout the world
as a excellent poet and writer. His
books are read and discussed in high
schools and colleges throughout
the United States.At Clemente, I was
able to hear Mr.Thomas lecture.I was
also able to meet him during my
sophomore year of high school after my American English class read
his book, "Down These Mean
Streets."This was an experience that
I will never forget. It was because of
these cutural activities that many
students were able to learn about
their culture.

Murals that were developed by students to express the different cultures at Clemente were criticized
and put down. These murals were
done with extreme love and admiration for the cultures that the murals represent.The students worked
very hard on these murals,and were
made to feel as if they were inadequate when the murals were put
down.
Due to the allegations against
Clemente, many changes occured,
things will never be the same. My
senior year does not compare and
will never compare to my other
years at Clemente, because I not only
lost my idenity at the high school
but I also lost the opportunies to
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find it. Important educators who
made differences in students lives
lost their jobs and their positions
at Clemente. Cultural events were
taken away and were now actually
being treated as if they were useless and a waste of time.
Today's Clemente is completely different than that of two years ago.
Bilingual teachers have lost not
only a voice at Clemente but also
jobs. The hearings that were held
by State Representative Edgar
Lopez, to find where the money
went and what it was used for
brought forth negative attitude not
only to the Puerto Rican community but also to the students who
attended Clemente and who still
presently attend Clemente. Edgar
Lopez has insinuated those students who were part of the reform
of the school did not learn or prosper. This I feel is what most people
who heard L6pez speak interpreted. This is completely wrong
because in 1996,Clemente had one
the highest graduating rates and
most of its graduating class went
on to college.Today's Clemente has
lost instead of gained students and
will probably lose money because
of this. They will be losing money
instead using money for important
activities and for the good of the
students.
I am very proud to have been a part
of the school reform at Clemente
and feel very fortunate that I can
say I graduated from Clemente. I
had opportun ities to meet and
learn with people of my culture and
of those of other cultures around
me.

NOTES:
QOS officially welcomes Susan Garda and Daisy
Roman to the Que Ondee Sola staff.
QOS and UPRS recognizes and would like to thank
CHIMEXLA VicePresident,Tomas Herrera for his work
and commitment to Northeastern's Mexican-Caribbean Studies Minor.
In QOS March issue volume 29, NO.3, several writers
were not credited for their pieces.
Interview with Johanny Vasquez by Susan Garda
Article "Attention Latino Students" by Roman
Arellano. Article "To a Great Woman: My Mother" by
Michael Rodriguez
The Hip-Hop Organization meets every Th ursday
during activity hour (1 :40-2:S0pm) in CLS 2020.

s
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"Lobbying for the

political prisoners"
By Leonor Mulero
of El Nuevo Dfa
Tuesday, March 16, 1999
Washington: Now that the tumult
provoked by the trial of Bill Clinton
has passed, the three Puerto Rican
congressional representatives
asked the president's counsel,
Charles Ruff, for a meeting to discuss the petition for the pardon of
the 15 Puerto Rican political prisoners.

mation from the Department of
Justice" of the United States. It is
Justice's role to make a recommendation to the White House.
A source indicated that those who
favor the liberation of the prison-

The congressional
representatives
indicated that more

Ruff, who in the last months concentrated on Clinton's defense in
the impeachment cases emerging
from the sex scandal with the exWhite House intern, Monica
Lewinsky, is the chief of the legal
division of the White House and
makes the pardon recommendations to the President.
Luis Gutierrez, Nydia Velazquez,
and Jose Serrano sought the meeting in a letter of March 11 addressed to Ruff. In the letter,a copy
of which El Nuevo Dfa obtained,
the legislators emphasized that
the liberation of the prisoners is a
matter of great urgency and justice.
In a break from the activities of the
Puerto Rican legislators' weekend
meeting in Albany, New York,
Velazquez commented to El Nuevo
Dfa that "we are facing the problem that we haven't received infor-

than 100, 000 people
from the United States
and Puerto Rico
have asked the
President to pardon
the political prisoners.
ers are lobbying vice- president Al
Gore to intercede in favor of the
pardon . Following the defeat of
statehood in the 1998 plebiscite,
the pardon of the prisoners is the
request some sectors of Puerto
Rican democrats are making of
Gore in exchange for supporting
him in his presidential campaign.
Certain New York leaders hope
that the prisoners will be free by

the time of the New York primaries
on March 7, 2000.
In the activities in Albany, Serrano
said, "we have to keep asking for
their freedom." The main argument of the pardon petition is that
the 15 independentists have been
in prison more than 18 years.
In the letter, the congressional representatives noted that this length
of time in prison is excessive for the
offenses for which these
independentists were convicted. In
general, those convicted of murder
are released after serving less than
18 years in prison, argue the prisoners' advocates.
"The petition for presidential pardon enjoys the support of eleven
active or former Members of Congress, former President Carter,several Nobel Laureates, the heads of
several U.S. churches, leaders of all
three political parties in Puerto
Rico, among many others," notes
the letter.
The congressional representatives
indicated that more than 100,000
people from the United States and
Puerto Rico have asked the President to pardon the political prisoners.
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The 16th
Puerto Rican Patriot
By Michael Rodriguez
On Friday, March 12, 1999 at about
3:30pm, Professor Jose Solfs Jordan
was convicted on all four counts of
his indictment. He was convicted of
conspiracy, destruction of government property, attempted destruction of government property, and
possession of illegal explosives. Dr.
Solfs Jordan now facing an average
of eight to ten years in a federal
prison, for his supposed involvement in an attempted bombing of a
military recruitment center in Chicago.
This bombing took place on December 10, 1992 supposedly to bring attention to the Puerto Rican
Independence movement.Prof.Solfs
was later charged on November 6,
1997 primarily based on testimony
of Rafael Marrero, an FBI agent provocateur. Before So Ifs' arrest, Marrero
had confessed to planning and carrying out the bombing, yet received
immunity for implicating prominent
members of the Puerto Rican community and of the Puerto Rican Independence Movement. Prof. Solis
suddenly found himself in the
middle of the government's campaign to criminalize the movement.
He has declared his innocence since
his arrest and although there was
really no evidence against him the
jury found him guilty of basically
Rafael Marrero's crimes. Still though,
the Puerto Rican people did not lose
an educator because he was convicted, rather we have gained another patriot.

The conviction of Prof. Jose Solfs
Jordan is a travesty of justice, which
exemplifies the disparity between
the supposed ideals of this legal system and the actual usage of laws to
legitimize oppression and repression.
Prof. Solfs Jordan is a top rated educator and outspoken supporter of
Puerto Rican self-determination and

independence.Those who have had
the pleasure of meeting or hearing
him speak, know that he is a man of
t ruth and integrity who seeks to
educate men and women alike of
the colonial reality of the Puerto
Rican people. He spoke at Northeastern University on February 16
and March 11 about the recent
plebiscite in Puerto Rico, the issues
su rrounding Clemente High School,
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dom, and vision to determine completely for ourselves the future of
Puerto Rico culturally,economically,
and politically.

and his case. The Union for Puerto
Rican Students and Que Ondee Sola
would like to thank him again for
speaking at our university and provid ing those in attendance with a
glimpse of what educational learning should be like.
Personally, he has impacted me be-

cause of his composure and character in the face of so much hardship
and sacrifice. I had the pleasure of
interviewing him for the January issue of Que Ondee Sola, whe re I
learned that every struggle and sacrifice must be founded in love. He
made a point to tell me that we,
Puerto Ricans have the power, wis-

The Union for Puerto Rican Students
and Que Ondee Sola will continue
to support Professor Jose Solfs
Jordan and our inalienable right to
self-determination. The FBI, grand
juries, and all the counter intelligence programs in the world cannot
defeat the Puerto Rican nation. The
jury's decision cannot be allowed to
weaken the Puerto Rican community and its struggle for self-determination.This struggle will not end, no
matter how many voices are silenced and bodies are imprisoned
because our minds will remain free.
It is that mental freedom that the
government cannot take from Solfs
and all who oppose the colonialism
and militarization of Puerto Rico.

19 Years is
Too Much!
1980-1999
Carmen Valentfn
Alejandrina Torres
Carlos Torres
Elizam Escobar
Dylcia Pagan
Lucy Rodrfguez
Luis Rosa
Ricardo Jimenez
Juan Segarra
Antonio Camacho
Alicia Rodrfguez
Adolfo Matos
Edwin Cortes
Alberto Rodrfguez
Oscar Lopez Rivera
for more Information:
national committee to free puerto rican
prisoners of war and political prisoners
2607 w. division street•chicago, ii 60622
773/278.0885•prpowpp@aol.com•fax773/278.1633
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Alicia Rodriguez #88972-024

Juan Segarra Palmer# 15357-077

Write to the
Patriots!

Ida Luz Rodriguez #88973-024

Alejandrina Torres #92152-024

Carmen Valentin #88974-024

80: 9/ 18/ 50

80: 6/ 18/ 39

80: 3/ 3/ 46

USP Lompoc, 3901 Klein Blvd. (Unit J)
Lompoc, CA 93436

BO: 10/21/ 54

80: 3/ 5/ 55

Dylcia Pagdn #88977-024

PO Box 819, FCC-MED.A-3/ 4

BO: 70/ 15/46

Coleman, FL 33521

80: 7/ 7/ 50

Adolfo Matos #88968-024

FC/Danbury

FC/ Dublin, 570 7 8th Street, Camp Parks

Pembroke Station, Danbury, CT 068 7 7

Dublin, CA 94568

Elizam Escobar #88969-024

Edwin Cortes #92 753-024

80: 4/ 14/ 53

80: 5/ 24/ 48

80: 3/ 27/ 55

USP Beaumont

FC/ El Reno, Unit One, PO Box 1500

USP Lewisburg, PO Box 7000

PO Box 26035, Beaumont, TX 77720

El Reno, OK 73036

Lewisburg, PA 17837

Ricardo Jimenez #88967-024

Luis Rosa #88975-024

BO: 09/ 20/ 52

80: 4/ 3/ 56

80: 8/ 6/60

Metropolitan Correctional Center

Oscar L6pez Rivera #87651 -024

PO Box 7000, USP Leavenworth

77 W. Van Buren

BO: 1/6/ 43

Leavenworth, KS 66048

Chicago, IL 60605

Alberto Rodrfguez #92 750-024 (8-3)

Jose Solis Jorddn #OB 121424

USP Terre Haute
PO Box 33, Terre Haute, IN 47808

Carlos Alberto Torres #88976
80:9/ 19/ 52
FC/ Oxford, PO Box 1000
Oxford, WI 53952

Our Revolution

and I would be Bolivar and you
Since people don't have control of

America completely surrender to

Since they don't let us have a revo-

anything because is easy to falsify

me, and you would be the Che and I

lution, since communism went out

the ballots

Bolivia's jungle healing all your

of style and they keep us informed
on a daily basis about Fidel's mis-

wounds, and I would be Lolita
then ...

takes.
Since no wars are battle for noble

Lebr6n and you Albizu hand in hand
fighting the same cause, and you

lets close the door and jump in bed

would be Pancho Villa and I Zapata

like friendly enemies

North and South with no divisions,

causes and they have forgotten

and I would be Sandino and you

about defending the rights of the

many battles have been won in bed

Allende without a world power that

poor, women, and children.

with very little blood spilled

could silence us.

Since they worked to steal crumbs

and the equality of the sexes has

Since they don't let us dream with

that will fatten bank accounts in

been proven and, in the majority of

utopia then dig your sword in me

Switzerland and they gave orders to

the studied cases, the superiority of

that I will yelled for the two of us:

kill a friend, an enemy, a neighbor or

women

FREEDOM

family for little reasons and too
much egoism.

Johanny Vazquez
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SYMPOSIUM:, ''Latinas

Approaching the New
Mille-n nium: Issues
Concerning our Wonten'

1

By Susan Garcfa
On Friday, March 12, the Union for
Puerto Rican Students sponsored a
symposium regarding various issues
concerning Latinas. The symposium,
"Latinas Approaching the New Millennium: Issues Concerning our
Women," was put together for various reasons. To celebrate Women's
History Month, U.P.R.S. decided it
would be a good idea to represent
Latinas by organizing this event.
There are many issues affecting
Latinas and we felt strongly that
they were not being brought to attention on our campus. We also felt
that since we are in college, we have
the opportunity of educating ourselves and others, on topics that are
of interest to Latinas. In all, our goal
was to educate our women and
maybe along the way, inspire them
to become involved. So with the
help and support of Lori Fuller from
the Womens Studies Program, we
made our goal a reality.
We invited four women to come and
speak for that night, and it turned
out to be a great success. First up we
had Maricela Carrios from Mujeres
Latinas en Accion. She is the educator on domestic violence at Mujeres
Latinas, and she came to speak
about domestic violence and how it
affects Latinas.She gave several sta-

tistics and information on how large
the number is, of Latinas being
abused. Unfortunately though, because of different circumstances,
Maricela reported that many Latinas
do not speak up about their abuse.
She also spoke about how their program is geared toward helping
these women overcome the many
difficulties that come with domestic
abuse.

There are many issues
affecting Latinas and ...
they were not being
brought to attention on
our campus.
Then, Hilda Semetak, also from
Mujeres Latinas en Accion, spoke
about Latina leadership. Hilda spoke
about a program they offer, which is
designed to help Latinas recognize
their natural capabilities of becoming leaders. In addition the program
builds women's self esteem and
gives them skills to further their
leadership abilities. It finally puts
them in"the real world,"giving them
an opportunity to put in practice
what they've learned.

Next we had Lin Velazquez from the
National Committee to Free Puerto
Rican Political Prisoners, come and
speak about five courageous
women who stood up for their beliefs. Ms.Velasquez spoke of how the
U.S. is keeping Puerto Rico as a
colony, and how these five women
took a stand against the oppression
of their people. Ms. Velasquez also
told us about how badly these
women have been treated, and
judging by the audiences reaction,
I'm positive that everyone was
moved.
Finally we had Spanish professor
Johanny Vasquez, from Harvey City
College, come and recite her poetry.
It was very entertaining to hear such
a talented Latina, relating her life experiences through her poetry. I'm
sure that everyone there could relate to at least one poem, whether it
was about love, family, or life in general.
Overall the symposium was a very
fulfilling experience. It seemed as
though everyone enjoyed themselves, and also learned something
in the process. We feel that as long
as we've reached one peron, U.P.R.S.
has already made a difference. Who
knows, maybe next time more
Latinas will come (because you
know our school has many) and
maybe they too will be"enlightened''.
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T'h e Love of My Life
By Angel Fuentes
I am a love child. A child of those
sweet river waters and that oh so
deliciously seducing honey. With
that said I would like to put things
in a love perspective.In High School
and beyond, people seek that mysterious, incomprehensible, but feel
good thing we call love. My intent
here is not to write about people in
love, but to talk about music.
In High School I fell in love with a girl
named Hip Hop, but soon found out
that my love was solely lust. Then I
met Bomba. Bomba helped me dig
deep into myself and find a part of
myself that I had never known.Since
then, Bomba and I have been growing and learning many new and
wonderful th ings.
If you don't know who Bomba is,
Bomba is one of the types of music,
dance and cultural expressions of
our island of Boriken (Puerto Rico).
She is of Afrikan descent and was
used by the slaves of Boriken as a
mean of communication, enjoyment
and rebellion.This was four hundred
years ago and fortunately she has
lived to fill the hearts of many
Puertorriquenos today. She has
given us the freedom of expressing
ourselves in our own way.
When I began writing this I decided
that I wouldn't write too much about
Bomba. What I will do is invite you
to allow the members of Taller
Cocobale and Bomba-Ache to help
you to experience Bomba and the
love we have for Bomba. During the
spring and summer there will be a
series of Bomba workshops and
Bombazos (Bomba Gather ings)

wh ich will be held at La Casita de
Don Ped ro. The Casita is located at
2625 W. Division Street, between the
enormous and beautiful Boricua

flags. For information about workshops or Bombazos call (773) 4616646 or Que Ondee Sola@x3805.We
hope to see you there!!!
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"March Mad Illness"
By Daryl Stewart
On Wednesday, March 10, 1999
Northeastern Illinois University's
Hip-Hop Organization held a HipHop music concert titled "March
Mad Illness" in the school's auditorium. Highlighting important artists
in Chicago's Hip-Hop community
(Rubberoom, All Natural, J.u .i.c.e .,
Nacrobats, DJ PNS, and DJ Cache 22),
as well as underground and independent artist from other
cities(Rhymefest from South Bend,
IN, Atmosphere from St. Paul, MN,
and Souls of Mischief from Los Angeles, CA), the event turned out to
be a huge success. Seven-hundred
men and women from all different
races came from as close as one
block from NEIU and from as far
away as Wisconsin just to witness
the performances.
The music and performances did
exactly what they were supposed to
do,getthe crowd moving. From the
sounds of Nacrobats opening song
(Century 21) and all the way
through the show people were
dancing, rhyming along with the
artists, and having fun just being
there. All of the artists did their part
to make the show a success but a
few really stuck out. One of the
highlights of the concert was the
freestyle (impromptu rapping)
battle between artists J.u.i.c.e. and
Rhymefest. Later the emcee known
as Slug from the Atmosphere crew
grabbed the audience by their head
and guided the head bobbing session as he graced center stage with
a performance that probably left his
colleagues a little envious. Accompanied by the excellent DJ Abilities,
Slug only did one song that the

ABOVE: NE/U students enjoying
Hip Hop at it's best. RIGHT: Host
Verbal from Manifest Destiny
crowd could recognize (Scapegoat)
and everything else was new to their
ears. Capital D and DJTone B. Nimble
did several tracks from their No Additives, No Preservatives album that
caused the audience to respond and
react well. Such classics as "It's O.K."
and "Writers Block" made this duo
get well deserved respect at the
show. The Rubberoom emcees, Lumber and Metamo who are promoting
their new album Arch itechnology,
dropped a few songs from the album
with meaningful lyrics on the heads
of the audience while keeping things
fast paced.
As the president, I feel the Hip-Hop
Organization did an excellent job in
creating a good line up which represented a wide variety of interpretations of Hip-Hop music. Being this
our third concert and second annual

"March Mad lllness';I believe our organization shows promise and will
not disappoint with our future
event s. Our organization wi ll con tinue to promote the Hip-Hop culture to Northeastern University
students long into the future.
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
APRIL
Date
Friday 2
Claremont
11:30 am

Event
Good Friday Walk

Place
Departs from PRCC, 1671 N.

6pm

Fundraiser for the Campaign
to Free Puerto Rican Political
Prisoners & Solis Family

HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo
$10 donation
(Food will be sold)

Sunday 4
5pm

Community Vigil
Easter Ecumenical Service
for the Political Prisoners

Begins at Isabel Rosado Gallery
2607 W. Division Street

Thursday 15
5pm
tion)

Premiere: The Double Life
of Ernesto Gomez Gomez

UICLC-B2
$15 donation (Film and Recep-

Friday 23
4-6pm

Open House/Computer Center

Centro Infantil Corretjer

MAY
Friday 21
10am-2pm

Vida/SIDA Health Fair

on Paseo Boricua

JUNE
Saturday 12-19

Fiestas Patronales

Humboldt Park

JULY
Wednesday 7
21st Flr.
22nd- 25th

Sentencing of Jose Solis

Federal Bldg, 219 S. Dearborn,

To Washington DC to demand release of PR Political Prisoners

LU

PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE'S PARADE

::::>
-,

Saturday June 19, 1999 Ads on Sale now! For ad forms
and information, contact Josefina Rodriguez at the PRCC,
773/342-8023 (Full page $150, 1/2 page $85, $50 1/4 page)

z

Raffle•Raffle•Raffle to benefit Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Museum
Raffle of 2 major silkscreen works by Juan Sanchez and B. Goss.
For tickets or information, contact Eduardo Arocho@773/342.8023
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Waiting by the Phone
You didn't call last night like you said you would.
I waited by the phone hoping that it would ring,
but it didn't.
I tried to keep myself occupied by doing this and that.
I wanted time to go faster.
I wanted to fall asleep so that disappointment and
shame wouldn't sink in.
Yet, the anticipationjust made me wide awake.
I sit up wondering why the phone hasn't rung.
Are you ok? Are you deceiving me?
then I picture you taking joy at my insecurities.
Why the game?
Either you do or you don't!
Don't take me for a spin- why be so cruel? Why shall I long for someone who has kept me in such suspense.
Now it's the next day and I see you as I take a walk.Just circle once again.
For I walk so that I can let go of the false hope and there you go again- interupting me peace of mind. What's that
you say -something came up -the phone was busy-you fell asleep yet now you want to talk.
Well now I found I have no time for you. It is now I that will give you a call -when I have time that is - now it's your
turn to wait by the phone.

And I'll wait
Awaiting a time when forever is not long enough.
When the dreams we shared become our reality.
When in your arms I will be lost in love,
and in your eyes I could see our future.
Where silence allows our hearts to beat as one.
And someday in the sand,
encircled by a heart I will write our names.
And once more I'll wait.
I will wait for the tide to wash away my confession,
So that they can become on with the ocean.
And then I'll wait.
I'll wait for the waves to come crashing upon the shore
and announce with every crash the love you and I share.
And by via of the ocean our sweet love story will be told in lands
We have only dreamnt of visiting.
And once more I'll wait.
I'll await for your arrival into my life,
because so grand is the promise of our love,
And I will await your arrival until forever is no longer enough.

by Beatriz Francisca Albelo
guest writer/poet

they are imprisoned due to their love for freedom and their country
<nineteen years is enough>

FREE THE PUERTO RICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS!

I

19TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT OF THE
PUERTO RICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS

